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NUCLEAR. FISSION INDUCED BY RADIATIONLESS TRANSITlONS 
IN THE MU-r.f.1.ESON1C ATOMS Th23Z, uZ3S., AND uZ38 t ·.· 

Justo A. Diaz, Selig N. Kaplan, and Robert v. Pyle 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University ·o! California . · 
. Berkeley, California 

. May. zs, 1962 

ABSTRACT . . 

The time distributicn of fissions in Th232, u235, and u238 induced by ._., • 

mesons was measured with a multipla.te gas-scintillation fission chamber. 

A significant number of prompt fissions *-ot associated with~.~.- nuclear . .. 

capture was:.'~ observed. The results are: 

Nucleus. 

• 

.Ratio of prompt fia sions to 
fissions from nuclear capture 

o.o64 :J: .ozz 

0.072 d: .014 

0.111 :!': .021 

The work of Mukhin et al,. shows tbat the intensities of tJ.•mesic K x-ra.ys . ' . , . ' 

for these elements relative to Pb are o.ss :!:: .• 0 ( Th), o. 77 ± .04 (u238), and . . . 
r. 235 

0.11 :t: ,OS (U ). This intensity reduction is qualitatively consistent with 

earlier predictions that, for these elements, a direct excitation oi the nucleus 

competes with electromagnetic radiation in the transition to the ground state of 
' . 

the mesic atom. Our results indicate such direct nuclear excitation. 

The number of fissions observed may be. consistent with the results o! 
• 

Mukhin et al. and with photofission data. i£ allowance is made for the effect 011 

the fission barrier o£ the ._.,meson in the lS state of the mesic atom. 

·,, 
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NUCLEAR FISSION INDUCED BY RADIATIONLESS TRANSIT~ONS 
IN THE MU·MESONIC ATO:Ms ThZ3Z, uZ3S, AND UZ3S ,,. 

Justo A. Diaz, Selig N •. Kaplan, and Robert V. Pyle 

Lawrence. Radiation Laboratory 
University of ·California 

Berkeley, . California 

May ZS, 196Z 

t. INTRODUCTION 
• 

In 1958 Zaretsky predicted that transitions between low-lying f.L-m:esic 
.. 

. 1 
atomic states may induce nuclear excitation instead of x-ray emission. His 

first calculation indicated that most and perhaps all of the observed nuclear 

fission~ induced by t1 &toppings in U -loaded emulsion2 were due to nonradiative 

atomic processes~ 

The authors of this paper, stimulated by the above predictions, demonstrated 

in an earlier experiment that, at most, only a mm.all fraction o£ IJ.•meson-induced . 
fissions in. U could be due to a process other than nuclear capture. 3 A similar 

. conclusion was reached independently by Belovitskii et al. based on measure-

4 ·. 
menta made in nuclear emulsions. Recent observations of J.L-mesonic atoms 

have shown that for larg~ z, ·the p.-mesonic K x-ray yield is significantly less . 
than lOOo/o(see table 1). 5• 6 This experlmental iact has led the authors of this . . ' 

paper to repeat their previous experiment with greater statistical accuracy and t<' !'U' 

Z35 t 232 
to use U .• and Th as targets, in addition to natural U. The observation ., 
of any nuclear excitation demonstrably unrelated to the nuclear capture of the 

meson would explain the missing x rays and confirm the predictions o£ Zaretsky 

as later modified by Zaretsky and Novikov. 7 

The time required for a t1 .. meson to come to rest in condensed material. is 

< 10•9 sec~ Within 10•lZ sec after coming to rest, the meson is captured by an 

atom and. by means of Auger and radiative transitions. cascades into the lS state 

, . . . 
. 238 235 

t Natural U is 99.3% U , and the U was 93.3o/o enriched. 
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of the me sonic atom.· 8• 9 The mean lifetilne £or nuclear capture is long 
L. 

. . 8 . . ·. 
compared with these times (>SX 10· sec) and easUy measurable. Nuclear 

excitations induced py atomic transitions wUl occur promptly, as opposed to 

nuclear cap'ture excitations, that occur with the characteristic nuclear c:aptura 

lifetime. 

The energy of the 2P-1S transition is approximately 6.4 to 6.5 lv"Le V in the 
10 . . . : 

elcmonto witb the low X•ray yield. Tbh energy is greater ~an the neutron 

binding energies and the measured !ission thresholds o£ these elements (see table 2). 

In principle, ~ne may ~etect tbe radiationless~transition nuclear excitation 

by the associated prompt neutron emission. V radiation, or nuclear fission. The 

neutrons may have kinetic energy up to the difference between the 2P-1S transi· 

tion energy and the neutron binding energy (this is~ 1 MeV !or the target iso.;. 

topea). It is necessary to separate these neutrons from neutrons due to 1J.

nuclear capture excitati~n !or which the average neutron emission is =c: 1.5 

neutrons per f1 capture. (In Pb, for example, there are 1.60:t: .06 neutrons per . . 
f1 capture. 14) Time-of-flight technique has been used by Johnson. et al., in an 

unseccessful attempt to detect the prompt neutrons. 15 The identification of 

these low-average-energy prompt nel.-.trons in the presence of higher-intensity. · 

higher-average-energy neutrons from nuclear capture is a virtually impossible 

task. It would be comparably difficult to distinguish between prompt nuclear . 
"'s and x rays~ Nuclear fission is unique in giving a large. unambiguous energy . 
release that ·can be precisely timed. For this reason, · this experhnent was 

directed toward the fission process. 

'! 

. I 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The problem o£ .detecting the prompt fissions required a cpunter with .. . 
good time _re'solution (of the order of n.sec). For this purpose we constructed 

a multiPlate noble-gas scintillation chamber (fig. 1). The scintillator was a. 

mixture o£ 80% argon and ZOo/o nitrogen; the nitrogen acted as a wave length 

shifter. 

The cha.rilber was viewed by two RCA 66SSA photomultiplier tubes. There 

were two outputs from each tube. The last dynode signals were fed into 10-Mc 

pulse-height discrimina.otrs, and the discriminator outputs were set in coinci• 

dence. The anode signals were added to give a pulse proportional to the light 

produced by the fission fragments. · 

The targets each consisted of nine ·3.25..;in. -diam plates spaced 0.125 in. 
. . 

apart. The U plates· were 0.010_ in. ·thick and the Th plates were 0.025 in. thick; 

however, because o{the short range of the fission fragme:rits tl1e effective target 
. . . . -~ .. · 235. . ·. .•. . . ·. . .. ' . 

thickness waa very small. The U· . target consisted of nine staullesa ateel 
- . ' ' ,· . ' . 

plat~s 0.010 in. thick. Each pl~te had 1 mg/crrl of u235F 4: evaporated on each 

/ 

· side. The surfaces of all target plates were polished and aluminized to .r.arudmize 

their reflectivity.; :. ·· 

· ... Since all three targets w~re a.•particle emitters, we had to discri:rr.J.nate · 

against a large a. background. ·At the operating pressure o£ the chamber. 45 psi 

above atmospheric, the ratio of fission to Cl•par~icle pulse heigh~ was greater 

than 3:1 for a thin Cf252 source (a £ow mg/cm2). Figure Z shows the a ·a.nd . 
' . . ..252 . 

fission pulse-height distribution from Cf- • The a. background was eliminated 

by the pulse-height discrimination mentioned above. The efficiency for detecth:~g. 

C£252 fissions in the chamber was 100%, based on comparison with a continuous-

flow methane .ionization chamber •. A full· description of~the' sCintillation chamber· 

is in preparation.. 
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A f.1 beam of high purity was necessary, since fissions from 1r· stoppings 

in the targets have effectively the same time distribution as the fissions produced 

by radiationless transition excitation; for experimental purpose~ this is a 6 . \ . ' 

function at zero time, There are techniques ·tor increasip.g the ~/w ratio in a 

. 'beam. but these also reduce the f.1 intensity, Unfortunately, owing to the small 

effective target thickness, a maximum f.1 yield was also necessary. Therefore 

we separated the w• and.,.· by range only, using a 213:i:S·MeV/c beam from the 

Berkeley 184-inch cyclotron. The beam from the cyclotron was taken out through 
I . . 

the meson wheel, collimated at the entrance and exit of the wheel to a 4X4-in. 

area, then bent 45 degrees and collimated again to a 4X4-in. area before 

, entering the experimental area.· The magnet, with 28-deg wedge pole pieces, . 

gave a momentum focus at the center of the absorber between counters 52 and 
' . • I 

C with suf'ficient dispersion to have a momentum sp:;:ead of 2.5%. Figure 3 shows 

the experimental arrangement • 

. The counter telescope is shown in Fig. 4. All counter3 were made of plastic 

scintillator, with the exception of the fission chamber described above, and 

counter C, which was a SXSXl-in. water Cerenkov counter used to discriminate 

out electrons in the beam. Counters 51, s2, 5 3, and s4 were vie~:';ed with RC~ 

· 665SA photomultiplier tubes, and counters C and A with RCA 6810A photot-1.1bes. 

The beam monitor comprised counters 5 1 and 52 in coincidence, The mu

stopping signal was obtained f~om a coincidence between 5 3 and S 4 in a.nticoinci .. ·. 

dence with the sum o£ A and c. The coincidence pulse from the fission counter 

triggered a O.S•fJ.Sec gate that was set in coincide;:.1ce with the delayed (J.·-stopping 

signal. The JL. -stopping signal was delayed in such a way that, for prompt 

fissions, it arrived at the middle of the gate, \ 

The output of the coincidence between the fission gate and .,. .. -stopping signal 

wa.s used to trigger a multiple-beam oscilloscope. The o\1tput of counters 
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s
2

, C, s
3

, s4, and A was fed into an adder, timed so that when the output of 

the adder was displayed on one of the scope sweeps there was at least 30 nsec 

between the .pulses. On another scope sweep .• counter s3 and the sum of the 

anode signals £rom the fission phototubes were displayed, and these were timed . 
in such a way that 100 nsec elapsed ~tween s3 and a prompt fission. This 

display, together with the gate timing, allowed us to measure the accidental 

fission rate by looking at "negative-time .. fis.sions and to study the effect of 

our time resolution en the time distribution of zero-time fissions. Both scope 

sweeps were time-calibrated with a 50-Mc Tektronix crystal oscillator. The 

scope pictures were recorded on 35 -mm TRIX £11m. A block diagram of the 

electronics is shown in Fig. · 5 • 

Figure 6 shows a differential range curve taken with i,a stainless steel 

"dummy" target. The data runs were made at 1 Z.5 -in. of CH2, since the ave rag; 

thickness of the actual targets was a little greater than that of the stainless steel. 
. . z . . .. 
The !1. stopping rate in a 3.4-g/cm target in an area defined by a 1.5 -in. diameter 

counter was ZO 000/min. 

We measured the prompt fission yield as a function of absorber thickness, 

assuming that in the neighborhood of the 1r peak all prompt fiaskns were produced 

by pions. The prompt-fission yield vs absorber thickness is given in Fig. 7. 

We assumed as a first approximation that the range distribution is Gaussian and . . 
therefore fitted the fission yield with such a curve, and obtained a P(x2) = 0.5; 

. . 
this showed that the data are well described by such a function. 

It can be seen, by comparing Figs. 6 and 7, that the ;r• stopping rate. at 

10 in. of CH2 is already down to lo/oo£ the f.L- stopping rate at lZ.S in. (because 

of the extremely low yield it was not practical to extend the measurement beyond · . . 
10 in.). U the calculated Gaussian properly describes the w distribution up to 

the !1 range, the !1/-a ratio .would be AS 10 9 ' if the ,.. stopping a continued to fall off 

at the same rate as the end· o£ the curve in Fig. 7, the 11/11 ratio would 
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be~ 104• A v./w ratio ~103 at the t1 range. seems a certainty and~ as·we show 

' 
' 

below, this is sufficient £or our purposes, so that the contribution of w con~-
• I 

nation is negligible •. It 1iS'' also ';:,f shown by an independent argument that the · · 
- ! ; • 

obse:p;ved prompt fissions cannot possibly be explained by w contamination. 

Differential range curves, time calibrations, discriminator-stability 

checl::s. and zero-time determinations were made frequently •. The original 

values remained constant throughout th<!! run. ; ' 

. The actual data runs were between an hour. and an hour and a hal£ long. 

I 

!,_' 
' ' ~. 

Four to .six runs were taken consecutively~ The ThZ3Z, u238, and ul35 targets 
' . 

\Vere alternated every six to nine hours. ·The ba.ckgro\md was measured 

simultaneously at neg.b.tive times. 

For ~a.ch event. the fission pulse height and its time rela.ti:ve to s3 we1·e 

measured. The eriteria for en acceptable event were: (a.) that no pulse from 

either counter Cor A was present. (b) .tha.t the fisGion pulse height was larger 

than or equal to the minimum pulse height from the thin c:rZ~Z source on the 

targets: and (c) that the .relative lming of s3 and s4 was correct and that there .. . 
were no' spurious telescope pulses. Eighty percent of the scope pictures . 
sa.U~fied the above criteria. 

The zero time was obtained from fissions produced 'b-f stopping piona. 

Becau_se of reading errors and electronic rise times. the time distribution 
I I· '.- ill ' 

(Fig. 8) appears as a Gaussian with a half-width of 1.5 nsec. and introduces a 

-~ ' ' 

significant modification to the e..--tponential distribution of fission !rom mu capture •.•. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of a Oa.ussian distribution with (1 = 1.5 nsec on an 

exponential with a mean life of 1- = 75 nsec. To correct for this effect, the 

fissions were grouped into interval$ (or bins) 10 nsec wide. a time that is long 

compared with the Gaussian perturbation. The fissions in the first 5 ns0c o! 

negative time were included in thei first interval. 
' ' ' 

. I 
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4 
be~ 10 • 

. 3 . ' ~:· 
A tJ./w ratio > 10 at the tL r~ge seems a. certainty and, as we sho'W~ 

. ~ 

below, this is sufficient for our purposes, so that the contribution. of Ti contar4~ , .· · 
·. . ,, . . ' ,: 

nation is negligible.. It ~is·n also ·;:';: shown by an independent argum€nt that thJ..; . . . . v . 
· '()bserved prompt fissions cannot possibly be explained by~ contamination. !· · ··'- ·· 

i 

Differential range_ curves, time .. calibrations, discrimina.t~r-stability 
i 

checks, and zero-time determinations were made frequently •. The original 
. . . 

values remained constant throughout the run. ·' :- ., 'I 

. The actual data runs were between a.n hour. and an hour and. a hal£ long. 

Four to six runs were taken consecutively •. The n 232, u238, and u235 targets 
. . 

· were alternated every six to nine hours. The background ·was me_a.sured 

simultaneously _at neg.h.tive times •. · 

For each event, the fission pulse height and its time rela.tiye to s3 were . . . 

measured. The criteria. for an acceptable event were: (a) that no pulse £rom 

either counter C or A was present, (b) that the fission pulse height was larger 

than or equal to the minimum pulsta height from the thin cr252 source on the 

. targets; and (c) that the relative G.~ng of s3 and s4 waa correct and that there 

V1ere no spurious telescope pulses. Eighty percent of the scope pictures . 
sa.tis!ied the above criteria.· 

The zero time was obtained from fissions produced by stopping pions. 

Because of reading errors and electronic :rise times, the time distribution 
l l- : 4 ' . . 

·(Fig. 8) appears as a Gaussian with a half·width of 1.5 nsec, and introduces a 

significant modification to the exportential distribution of fission 1ro:rn .::nu ca,pture. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of a Gaussian distribution with o = 1.5 nsec on an 

fissions were grouped into interval$ (or bins) 10 nsec wide. a time that ia long 

compared with tha Gaussian perturbation. .The fissions in the fh:at 5 nsec of 

negative time were included in the; first interval. 
; "J-, 

,•·I 
. ·I 
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III. DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS 

A least-squares lit of the data to a lifetime curve was made with an IBM ·~ 

704 computer, with the first channel oinitted~ 16 The program output gave the'1. 
\ i 

zero•time fission rat~ t 0, and the mean life,. j of the bound muon,· together wifb 
their standard errors, In th.e calculation, we varied the background by a. standard . 

deviation in each direction in order to study the sensitivity of our results to 

fluctuations in the background. · These variations produced an average change 

of ;t: 0.6o/o in the mean lives, and negligible changes in the zero•time intercepts. 

A x2 test wa..s made on each fit as a measure of .its validity~ Figure 10 ~hows 
' ' 

a plot of the events va time and the best fits for the data~ · Table lit is a summary . 
· · . Z38 of the least-squa.ree results. · The U lifetime is in good agreement with our . . 

earlier measurement -of 75.4:!:5,5 nsec~ but not with the other reported value which . 
was 88:!: 4 nsec. 17 

The contribution of nuclear-capture fissions h'l the firat channel ia given by 

· NO( cap)= 10 '111-exp [-to/.,.]), where t 0 is th~ width of the first channel •. The 

errors in the detel-.minations of time zero and the channel widths were small 

compared with the statistical error in Io• The difference between the number of 

· events in the first channel and the calculated contribution f1.·om nuclear captu:t:'e 

·fissions gives the fission events associated with radiationless transition. 

We did not determine the absolute stopping rate in the targets becat1se of 

problems connected with measuring the effective target thickness: therefore we 

were unable ·to obtain the fission probability associated with a stopping Ji meson. 

We express our results as the ratio of fissians associated with radiatior..less 

transition to fiSsions due to 1.1."' capture.. From our data we also obtained the.· 

ratio of 1.1. • to u • fission probabilities for all three targets. Table 4 gives the 

results of the experiment together .w1th their statistical standard errors~ 
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_ ·· . · · . . . · · · z3a · . · . r . · 
1'7• fission ratio of O.lS:t: .03 for U can be obtained by comparing)~. 

·. . . . ' . . '21 . ' . ·(' 
the radiochemical results of Russell and Turkevicb with the emulsion measl,J.r.e-

i • ' ~~ '/: 

. \ 

' . ··. 22 . ' . . ' . ,, 
menta by Milmul and Petrashku. This ratio is in good agreement with our v}uue. 

. . ~~ .. ' 

IV. DlSCt]SSlON 

No correction was made for w • contamination in· our beam, which was 

estimated in sect. 1I above to be much less than O.lo/a. A further check can be 

obtained by calculating the contamination that wouldbe necessary to account for. 

our results.· U we assume no contribution ~-.. , (;;,;:: .- ~, i) 1 from radiatiowess 

transitions ~ . the w· contamination would be given by 

~- fission probabUit<{ X prompt fissions 

v • fission probability t.t. • capture fissions 

= ·. w: stoppings in the target. 

" ·The· targGts were run at the same absorber thidrmess, ·no one would expect 

the same v· contamination in all three targets, but we find that the ratio is 

different for each target (see tabie 5), indicating that an anomalously farge 'IT 

. contamination is not sufficient to explain our t:esults. 

The probability that prompt fissions wUl be produeed by ra.dicttionless 
. ~ . . . 

transitions is equal to the product of the ra.diationlesa-tranaition probability and 

the probability that the excited nucleus will fission. A ro~1gh estimate may be 

made by assuming the radiationlese-tra.nsition probability to be equal to the 

fraction of missing x rays, :and the fission p~obabUity to be equal to the fission . 
branching .ratio for 6.5-MeV 'Y rays, which is rJf/a£+ rJn• whe~e af is t:l:ie photo

fission erose s~ction and O'n is the photoneutron cross section. The 2P-1S 

radiationlesa-transition excitation results £rom electric dipole interaction and 

there~ is experimental evidence that the photoexcitation erose section at this 

' 
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• . 23 24 
energy is also electric dipole. • . 

The results of the calculation are given in table 6 (column~:). We also 
\. 

include in coiumn d the total v."" fission probabilitY as measured with emulsion~, 
/ii .• 

A comparision of columns (c) and (d) of table 6 with our experimental r 
resUlts (table 4) shows a striking biconsistency; namely. the estimated prompt-

.' . 
fission probabUity iS much larger· than experimentally observed.· 

. . . 

We believe this discrepancy can be explained by. the following consideration: 

The v.· meson in a lS state spends approximately SO% of its time inside the nucleus 

in elements near U. This introduction of negative charge into the nucleus reduces 

the Co~omb energy of the nucleus, thereby increasing the fission barrier. One 

. might estimate the. order of magnitude of the change in fission probability due to 

changes ln the height of the fissiOl'l barrier by using a relationship derived by 
c 28 . 

Frankel and Met~op~lis . for the spontaneous fission lifetime: 

(1) 

wbere Eth is the height of the fission barrier in MeV. This expression gives a 

change by a factor of 10 in the fission time for every 0.13 MeV of change in the · 

fission barrier. 

If the perturbati~n due to the presence of a fl. meson in the. lS state of u238 
I 

. were sufficient to raise the fission barrier approximately 0.1 MeV above the ZP-lS 

transition energy, then the fission probability would be decreased by appro1dmately 

a factor of 10 and make our results consistent with the estimated prompt fission 

probability. Although neither present numerical data nolr theory are sufficiently 

· precise for ac<\urate calcUlations, estimates by Zaretsl~y and Novikov indicate 

that an increase in the fissibn barrier of roughly the necessary amount does occur. 

In summary. we conclude that the prompt nuclear fissions we have observed 

result from the nonradiative atomic process proposed by Zaretsky, and that they 

l 
l 

l 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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may be consieltent vvith x-ray results if flllovJance is made for the modification 

of the fission barrier by the muon. 
I . 
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Table 1. Measured ZP-lS x-ray yields relative to Pb in high-Z 
~-mesic atoms 

Nucleus 

w 

Pb 

Bi 

Th232 

u235 

0 z3s 

2P-1S transition x-ray yield 

Muldn et al. a 

.1 

H:.06 

0.85± .o ( ?) 

o. 71± .os. 

o. 77-6:.04 

. 
Mincks et al. b 

1.05 -6:.1 

1 

0.9±.1 

o. 7:!.: .1 

a See ref. s. 
b See ref. 6. 

Table 2. Neutron binding energies and fission thresholds in 
Th232, u235 • and u238 

Nucleus Neutron binding Measured £i~ion Estimated fission 
· enersya threshold barrier c 

ThZ3Z 6.20:!: .04 5.40± .zz 5.95 

uZ35 5.37± .15 . 5.31: .zs 5.75 

uz3s 6.03:!:.13 s.os: .15 s.ao 

a See ref. 11 • . 
b See ref. 1Z. 

c See ref. 13. 
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Table 3. Least•sguares results for the Th232 • u235, and u238 data 

Nucleus No. of T(nsec)· 
Io, Background P(xZ) .events Fissions per per 

10·8 sec at 1o·8 sec. 
tIS Q 

ThZ32 592 . 74.Z:t: 5.6 74~6 1.87:.t: ~56 0.65 
.0 z35 1130'. 66.Sz4.2 a 147:t:11 "" 2.64:!: .64 0.15 

0 z3a 
1328 75.6~2.9 a . 179:!: 7 .3Z::t: .32 · 0.90 

a. The difference in lifetime betw~en o235 and uZ3S, ~hile not significantly 

large, is very likely real and a consequence of the "isotope effect" calculated 

· by Primak.of£ (ref. 18). Lifetime differenc'es have also been observed between 

isotopes of Cl and p£ Ca (refs. 19, 20). Our lifetime difference gives Primakoff's · . . 
. +0".07 o a value of 3.08 -o.zz• 

Nucleus Ra.diationless transition fissions 
Nuclear capture fissions 

0.064:!: .ozz 
0.111± .OZl 

' . 

• Finsion robability 
issicn probability 

o.zeH:.Ol5 

o.l74:.0p7 

' . .:. 

• I 
.! 
·,j 

''·:' 

1.'·.· 

1 
! 
I 
! 
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Table 5. w • contamination. 

Nucleus 
v.~ contamination necessary 
to produce the experimental 

res_ults -
'· 

0.0068 

0.0318 

0.0125 

Estimated upper limit 
to. w· contamination 

0.001 

0.001 

0.001 

Table 6. Estimate of radiationleas-transition-induced fissions. 

Nucleus 

Th232 

uZlS 

uZ3B 

a See ref. 4. 

b See ref. 24. 

' 

(a) 
Photofission 
branching ratio 
at 6.5 MeV 

0.18 b 
.-.. 
0.4c .. 
0.2.4 b 

(b) 
Fraction of 
x-rays missing a 

o.15::1: .o( ?) 

0.29::1: .os 

o.z3:a: .o4 

. 
c Estimated from Table Z and Fig. 2 of ref. 26. 

d See ref. 27 

(c) = (a){b) (d) 
Fraction ol Total lJ. • 
J1 • expected fission 
to produce . probability 
prompt fission 

0.27 -0.018± 0.012. d 

0.1 <0.2.8 e 

.oss . 0.070~ .008 f 

e The J1-fo- fission ratio o£ 0.28 (Table 4) seta this upper limit. 
£ . 

See ref. 22. 

'' ,. 
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FlGUR.E CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the fission chamber showing a nine-plate target and 

a thin lwindow for the tJ. • beam. 
·, . ' . . 

Fig. z. Cr52 alpha and spontaneous-fission pulse•height distribution. 

Fig. 3. ·· Plan view of the experimental arrangement of the 184 -inch cyclotro~ 

"meson cave." 

Fig. 4. The counter telescope. 

Fig. s •. Block diagram of the electronics. 

Fig. 6. Differential range curve taken with a target of nine stainless steel . . . 
plates, each 0.010 in. thick. 

Fig. 7. Prompt fission yield from the u238 target vs absorber thickness. 

Fig.·. 8. An example of the time distribution of 11'- fissions of u238• 

Fig. 9. The effect of the time distribution on the exponential time distribution 

The modified curve is described by the function 

0 . 
e:cp [ -y2 /Zo2] dy). 

-t 

Fig. 10. Time distributions of the fissions of Th232• u235 •... nd u238 pro

duced by stopped IJ. • mesonsr (background included). The solid lines 

are least-square fits to the data. excluding the first time interval._ 

•I 
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Fig. 4 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or fqr damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process di~closed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




